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Lima Shell chair
The Lima shell chair is a comfortable and well-designed rest 

chair. The very ergonomic shell guarantees a long-lasting seating 

comfort.

Dimension

06950 | W 64 x D 79 x H 117 cm
 - Seat height: 47 cm
 - Seat depth: 46 cm
 - Seat width: 54 cm
 - Height armrests: 67 cm

Options

 - Closed, upholstered sides.
 - Integrated auxiliary wheels on the back legs.

Colours

We would like to refer to our extensive colour gamut.
Sample card + samples available on request.

 - The support is made of 2 laminated beech sides that are connected by means of solid beech cross bars.
 - The armrests are rounded and bent forward. This makes it easier to get in and out of the chair.
 - The open space under the seat contributes to stand up effortlessly and facilitates an efficient maintenance.
 - All edges and corners have been rounded.
 - No visible fastening elements.
 - The legs are equipped with synthetic glides.

 - The seat is made of a 12 mm ergonomic shell.
 - The seat is rounded in front, so that the blood circulation is not hindered.
 - Comfortable seat height of 47 cm.
 - Upholstered with fire-retardant foam.
 - The upholstery is finished with imitation leather and decorative stitching.

Support

Shell

Since Haelvoet continuously aims to make technological progress, Haelvoet reserves the right to modify the product.

Materials and finishing

 - Wood: beech (solid, laminated), Plywood, MDF.
 - Metal: epoxy coating (light grey).
 - Fire-retardant foam.
 - Upholstery: see collection.
 - Resistant to the common cleaning products.

For further information about used materials, 
constructions and maintenance: consult our 
materialfiles.
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